The GSRC is a safe space for all students at UAlbany to engage in dialogue around the intersections of Gender & Sexuality on our campus and in our society. It is also a great space for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Pansexual, Asexual, Transgender and Queer (LGBTQ*) spectrum students to meet up, access resources and get involved on campus.

A Welcoming Environment with
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Movies
Internships
Student Staff

Campus Center 329
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518-442-5015

Gender & Sexuality Resource Center
Coordinator
Courtney D’Allaird
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Phone: 518-442-5580

Office of Intercultural Student Engagement
D. Ekow King, Director
CC 130 1400 Washington Ave Albany NY 12222
WWW.ALBANY.EDU/MULTICULTURAL/GSRC.SHTML
A World of Diversity......    ....A World Within Reach

Safe Space >>>

The GSRC provides a safe space for students, faculty and staff to ask questions, find resources and engage with like minded individuals around topics of Gender and Sexuality.

The GSRC also provides Safe Space training: This sticker indicates faculty, staff and students across campus whom have participated in a standardized training on LGBTQ* identities and are able to provide support and advocacy.

Diversity >>>

LGBTQ* identities span across race, ethnicity, religion and ability. The Multicultural Resource Center and the GSRC are committed to developing and maintaining a culturally inclusive and supportive campus environment. Together they provide resources, support and programming around the intersections of identity and oppression.

Campus Climate >>>

The University at Albany received 3.5 stars on the LGBT Friendly Campus Climate Index.

UALbany continues a commitment to improving LGBTQ* life through its standing LGBTQIAP Concerns Committee.

“I When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service of my vision, then it becomes less and less important whether I am afraid” ~ Audre Lorde

“Get Involved”

Build connections, enhance your campus experiences, increase your personal growth in a variety of areas, and develop new skills.

Visit My Involvement Because...

INVOLVEMENT LEADS TO SUCCESS!!

LGBTQ* = LGBTQIAP and those identities beyond these definitions

>>> UAlbany Student Organizations, Programs and Activities >>>

>>> Lavender Graduation  >>> Coming OUT Reception  >>> Identity Talk Friday’s!

>>> Gender & Sexuality Concerns Director in Student Government

>>> Safe Space Ally Training  >>> Trans* Action

>>> Department of Women’s Gender and Sexuality Studies, LGBT Minor

>>> UAlbany Pride Alliance

“Am an Ally”

If you are an Ally interested in increasing your LGBTQ* cultural competency and you would like to get involved in the center or through our Safe Space program please contact us.

Allies are always welcome!